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Leadership is the art of motivating people to act 
towards achieving a common goal.



How Does One Become a Leader?

Personality 
Traits (Trait 

Theory)

Crisis or Event 
(Great Events 

Theory)



The Five Practices of Exemplary 
Leadership

Image 
Source

http://www.halogen.sg/home/what-we-do/for-educators-youth-influencers/leadership-challenge/


1) Model the Way

• Find your voice by 
clarifying your 
personal values

• Set the example by 
aligning actions 
with shared values

“If you don’t believe in the
messenger, you won’t believe the message.” 



2) Inspire a Shared Vision

• Envision the future 
by imagining exciting 
and enabling 
possibilities

• Enlist others in a 
common vision by 
appealing to shared 
aspirations

President Theodore Roosevelt

Eleanor Roosevelt



Early Food Safety Pioneers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consumer Groups (Temperance Unions)Dr. E.F. Ladd



Elixir Sulfanilamide

• In 1937, elixir of sulfanilamide, 
which contained the poison 
diethylene glycol, killed more than 
100 people.

• This toxin was identified as 
poisonous after it had been 
released and prescribed by doctors 
across the country. Many of those 
who died were children.

• FDA worked with states to recover 
products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1937, S. E. Massengill Company, a pharmaceutical manufacturer, created a preparation of sulfanilamide using diethylene glycol (DEG) as a solvent, and called the preparation "Elixir Sulfanilamide”. DEG is poisonous to humans and other mammals, but Harold Watkins the company’s chemist did not know this. He simply added raspberry flavoring to the sulfa drug which he had dissolved in DEG and the company then marketed the product. Animal testing was not required by law, and Massengill performed none; there were no regulations requiring premarket safety testing of new drugs.The company started selling and distributing the medication in September 1937. By October 11, the American Medical Association received a report of several deaths caused by the medication. The Food and Drug Administration was notified, and an extensive search was conducted to recover the distributed medicine.[At least 100 deaths were blamed on the medication. FDA utilized their entire field staff along with state agencies that agreed to help. The owner of the company, when pressed to admit some measure of culpability, infamously answered, "We have been supplying a legitimate professional demand and not once could have foreseen the unlooked-for results. I do not feel that there was any responsibility on our part. Watkins, the chemist, committed suicide while awaiting trial.Congress responded to public outrage by passing the 1938 Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which required companies to perform animal safety tests on their proposed new drugs and submit the data to the FDA before being allowed to market their products. The Massengill Company paid a minimum fine under provisions of the 1906 Pure Food and Drugs Act, which prohibited labeling the preparation an "elixir" if it had no alcohol in it.



Sulfanilamide Disaster 1937

• Used to treat 
streptococcal infections

• Produced in liquid form 
by S.E. Massengill Co.; 
Bristol, TN.

• Blended with 
Diethylene glycol and 
raspberry flavoring

• Reported deaths in 15 
states

• FDA assigns their entire 
field staff [239] to 
follow up

• Chemists and 
state/local officials 
assisted FDA to track 
down the firms 200 
salesmen

• 234 of the 240 gallons 
retrieved



3) Challenge the Process

• Search for 
opportunities by 
seeking innovative 
ways to change, grow, 
and improve

• Experiment and take 
risks by constantly 
generating small wins 
and learning from 
mistakes

Harvey W. Wiley



Harvey W. Wiley
Father of Food & Drug Law

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps no one in the area of food safety was more of a leader than Harvey W. Wiley. No one took more risks to advance food safety than him. [review photos of 1911 AFDO meeting and the stamp made in his honor]This slide can be used as an introduction to Mrt. Wiley using the next slide for a discussion of his accomplishments



Harvey W. Wiley
• Studied sorghum and sugars at Purdue University
• Discovered glucose for honey adulteration 
• Chief Chemist for USDA in 1882
• Waged war against preservative use
• Sued Coca Cola over caffeine use
• Assembled “Poison Squad”
• Fought powerful industry lobbyists
• Paved way for the Pure Food and Drug Act 
• Actions led to formation of FDA
• Good Housekeeping Magazine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review elements in slide about Wiley and then mention relevant other points such as following:Worked under 3 Presidents but his time with Theodore Roosevelt was the worstWiley and Roosevelt hated one another and disliked the fact the other was getting credit for the new food lawRoosevelt once called Wiley an idiot for his position on saccharin [eventually banned in U.S.]Sought and received funding from Congress to do “table trials” which became the 12 men = poison squadPoison squad study for 6 months; testing urine and stools daily; after eating preservatives none found in stools, became a national sensation – this pioneering work led to the Pure Food & Drug Act in 1906Trials ended when men became too sick to continueSecretary of Agriculture James Wilson really hated Wiley but was hesitant to fire himWiley eventually resigned because of immense pressures from industry – Wiley had enoughEstablished the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval with Good Housekeeping Magazine



Poison Squad



Roosevelt vs. Wiley

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Roosevelt signed the Food & Drug Act into law and wanted to receive all the credit and fanfare for it – So did WileyThese 2 hated each other Roosevelt called Wiley an idiot for his concerns with saccharineWiley finally quit and took his lab talents to Good Housekeeping



The Wiley Family!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Married in 1911 at the age of 67!!Raised 2 children Photo is from the late 1920’sDr. Wiley passed away in 1930



4) Enable Others to Act

Dr. Carl Alsberg



Dr. Carl Alsberg

• Candid presentation to 1916 AFDO 
Conference regarding regional associations

• Was concerned for the future of AFDO and 
called for immediate action

• His speech led to 1917 AFDO Resolution 
calling for the development of regional groups

• 2 Affiliates formed in 1917 (CASA & South 
Central States) 



AFDO & Affiliates 1943

Affiliates in 1943
• New England States
• Central Atlantic States
• Southeastern States
• Central States
• Mid Continental States
• North Central States
• South Central States
• Western States

Conferences 
• Baltimore
• Philadelphia
• New York
• Lower Lake Michigan Area





5) Encourage the Heart

• Recognize 
contributions by 
showing appreciation 
for individual 
excellence

• Celebrate the values 
and victories by 
creating a spirit of 
community

Alice Lakey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alice Lakey was an activist in the pure food movement. A resident of Cranford, New Jersey, she joined the Cranford Village Improvement Association's Domestic Science Unit and soon became president of the whole association. In this capacity she invited Harvey Wiley to speak to the association about tainted food. She then convinced the association and the New Jersey Federation of Women's Clubs to petition Congress to enact the Pure Food and Drug Act.[She also asked the National Consumers League to support the cause, and they created an investigation committee to find out about the food and the conditions of the workers producing it, which was eventually known as the Pure Food Committee, and which Lakey was appointed the head of in 1905. She and others, including Harvey Wiley, met with President Theodore Roosevelt in 1905, and he asked them to present signed letters in support of the act to Congress, saying he would then help them to pass the bill. Due to the efforts of Lakey and others, over one million women wrote letters supporting the act. In 1906, the Pure Food and Drug Act was enacted. Lakey's name was inscribed in the National Archives, and she was the first woman to be listed in Who's Who. She was also elected to the National Academy of Social Sciences.



Alice Lakey
• Lived in New Jersey, where she became very community-

oriented
• Helped establish numerous public safety ordinances
• Reached out to women’s clubs nationwide to organize 

letter and petition campaigns to Washington in support of 
Dr. Wiley’s discoveries

• Personally met with President Theodore Roosevelt
• Letter signed by 1,000,000 women
• Instrumental in the passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act 

of 1906
• Name is inscribed in the National Archives
• Member of National Academy of Social Sciences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reason why the Food and Drug Administration exists can be traced, in part, to Cranford. One of the township's historic residents, Alice Lakey, significantly contributed to many of the consumer protections and food quality rules that are still in place today.Lakey, (1857-1935), served in such organizations as the National Consumers League and the General Federation of Women's Clubs, working to drum up public opinion and effect change in widely unregulated industries.She sent messages via snail mail and via telegram to share her passion for what was called the Pure Food Movement, in a successful attempt to gain public opinion for food safety legislation.This was a time when food producers were not required to list the ingredients of their products. Instead, they were free to call a product one thing regardless of what the food actually contained. Food contamination, tampering, mislabeling and more was all very possible and dangerous; as novels such as Upton Sinclair's "The Jungle," illustrated. And as these books, which provided horrific descriptions of the meat and sausage industries, grew tremendously popular, the cries grew louder to regulate food production to ensure safety for consumers.As the 20th century began, Lakey was among a growing group of grassroots organizers in women's and civic clubs hoping to effect change. Lakey was among the NCL leaders during this era, where those working on social justice initiatives were called Progressives or muckrakers. The Progressive Era began in the late 19th century; the NCL was formed in 1899 with the guiding principles of "working conditions we accept for our fellow citizens should be reflected by our purchases, and that consumers should demand safety and reliability from the goods and services they buy."SubscribeLakey, alongside Katherine Wiley and Louis Brandeis of the New Jersey Consumers League, strongly supported such legislation as Meat Inspection Act of 1904 and the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906, both considered groundbreaking laws in food safety.The Pure Food and Drug Act, for example, forbade sales of habit-forming drugs and required that patients offer a prescription for consumption. Previously, drugs such as cocaine, heroin and cannabis were legally available over the counter. These laws also required inspection of meat production, and paved the way for the creation of the Food and Drug Administration.According to the FDA's account of its history, "The Story of the Laws Behind the Labels" by FDA Historian Wallace F. Janssen, Lakey was one of the prime and most ardent supporters of these laws via the work of Harvey W. Wiley, head of the United States Division of Chemistry starting in 1883. Wiley oversaw a series of investigations and experiments on the food production practices at the time; a time when milk was still unpasteurized and ice was the main means of food preservation.Lakey was among the essential individualizes credited with rallying the public behind Wiley's discoveries:"Historians and Dr. Wiley himself credit the club women of the country for turning the tide of public opinion in favor of the "pure food" bill," Janssen writes. But the passage of these laws did not come as swiftly as one might think. Instead Lakey -- who was also a leader in the General Federation of Women's Clubs – and others struggled for a decade to gain the support for pure-food legislation.According to the history of the GFWC, Lakey's work was tremendous. In 1906, she spearheaded a letter and telegram writing campaign, organizing supporters in a successful attempt to get the Pure Food and Drug Act to pass. According to the GFWC, Wiley would later say the bill's passing was due to the efforts of the GFWC: "Trust them [GFWC] to put the ball over the goal line every time."



Early Battles
• Patented medicines
• Raw milk
• Adulteration
• Use of preservatives
• Food & drug labeling
• National uniformity



Samuel Adams Hopkins

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS was an American writer and muckraker. The muckrakers (a term coined by President Theodore Roosevelt) were writers of the Progressive movement of the early twentieth century who exposed the corruption of businesses or government to the public. Often accused of being socialists or communists, they played a significant role in social justice movements by constantly reporting on the dark corners of American society, especially corporate America.1 We might say that they were the Michael Moores of their day. Adams was widely known for his writings on public health and patent medicines; he is often given much of the credit for the passage of the 1906 Pure Food and Drug Act.Adams was born in Dunkirk, New York State, and graduated from Hamilton College. For some years, he worked as a reporter for the New York Sun. In 1900, he joined the staff of McClure's Magazine, a popular illustrated monthly. The magazine was both political and literary. Literary writers included such luminaries as Rudyard Kipling, Willa Cather, and Mark Twain. The political writers included such leading muckrakers as Ida M. Tarbell, Roy Stannard Baker, and Upton Sinclair. Adams joined the latter group and began writing on public health issues. In 1905, he moved to Collier's Weekly, where he wrote a series of 11 searing and sensational articles on “The Great American Fraud,” the patent medicine business. He exposed many of the false and even ridiculous claims made by patent medicine manufacturers and showed that these medicines frequently harmed rather than helped those who took them. The series had a huge impact and was published as a book in 1906.2 The book begins,Gullible America will spend this year some seventy-five millions of dollars in the purchase of patent medicines. In consideration of this sum it will swallow huge quantities of alcohol, an appalling amount of opiates and narcotics, a wide assortment of varied drugs ranging from powerful and dangerous heart depressants to insidious liver stimulants; and, in excess of all other ingredients, undiluted fraud.



Nathan Straus• In 1912, 10% of all NY 
City children would die 
before the age of 5

• Straus had read about 
Pasteur’s work and was 
certain raw milk was 
the culprit

• Set up milk processing 
station on East 3rd

Street [many others 
would follow]

• Provided processed 
milk to Randall Island  
orphanage that had a 
42% mortality rate



Nathan Straus • Voluntary milk 
stations arise in other 
cities

• Dairy industry blocked 
efforts to pass laws

• Public resistance 
remained

• NY City one of the 1st

to inspect dairies
• Ordinances failed in 

1907 & 1909
• 1913 Typhoid fever 

outbreak

Infant Mortality Rate Dropped by two-thirds by 1915



Milk 
Pasteurization • 1908 City of Chicago 

Ordinance
• Repealed in 1911
• Restored in 1912
• 1947 Michigan  1st

state to require 
pasteurization of milk

• > ½ states currently 
allow intrastate sale

• 99% of milk sold today 
is pasteurized



The National Uniformity for Food Act

• To amend Food, Drug, & Cosmetic (FD&C) Act 
to provide for uniform safety warning 
notification requirements

• Food labeling, application of standards, and 
adulteration

• Exact rule language 

• AFDO and Affiliates responded and 
eventually helped defeat this measure



So What do Leaders Do?





Make Things Happen• AFDO = CASA
• Celebrate our history 

and heroes
• Keep thinking about 

becoming better
• Remember all 

stakeholders



AFDO as an Organization

• 1906 Pure Food & Drug 
Act

• 1913 Office of Federal 
State Cooperation

• 1998 Vision of 
Integrated food safety 
System

• 2001 National 
Uniformity legislation



AFDO as an Organization

• Seafood HACCP Alliance
• Manufactured Food 

Regulatory program 
Alliance

• Directory of State & 
Local Officials (DSLO)

• IFPTI
• Partners with a 

Common Purpose



Investing in Our Profession

• Addressing training 
needs

• Develop innovative 
training programs

• IFPTI Fellowship in Food 
protection

• Providing grant funding 
to state and local 
programs and officials











Questions
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